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Fw: Mill Creek Subdivision Initiative 

Jim Ford 
To: "bhernandez@stjohnin.com" <bhernandez@stjohnin.com> 

Ms. Beth Hernandez, 

Beth Hernandez <bethhernandez.clerk@gmail.com> 

Wed, Jun 24, 2020 at 1 :59 PM 

Please enter this into the June 24th Town Council meeting minutes for public comment since the agenda states this 
meeting is virtual for the public listed on the town website. 

Below is Commissioner Tippy's email on the county's approval. It is embedded in the presentation and I believe this is a 
strong point that should be mentioned. 

In favor to Olthof homes, there is also progress reported in the presentation but there is still no further active work other 
than supplies delivered and locator and survey work complete. 

Thank you again Beth for your assistance. p.s. Found out you know my daughter, Stef Gettemans. Small world. )) 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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Town Council Question 

Dennis  
To: bhernandez@stjohnin.com 

Gmail - Town Council Question 

B1�th Hernandez <bethhernandez.clerk@gmail.com> 

Wed, Jun 24, 2020 al 10:54 AM 

Due to COVID I will be attending tonight's meeting via the web. I would like to ask the counsel tonight and would 
appreciate if you could forward these questions. Feel free to paraphrase. 

Can the council explain in layman's terms what the recent lawsuit settliement regarding East gates means to that project. 

Has the prior Legal sewer settlement been discarded? If so are all terms in it negated? 

What is the status of the annexation? Was it invalid or Is this an issue still to be resolved? 

What became of the proposed changes To increase the number of uni1ts in the existing gates? 

Thanks. 

D. 

Sent from my iPhone 
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